openQA Tests - action #18930
[opensuse]test fails in machinery
03/05/2017 02:51 pm - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: dheidler
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: 
Difficulty: 

Start date: 03/05/2017
Due date: 
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-42.3-DVD-x86_64-extra_tests_in_textmode@64bit fails in machinery

The test doesn't install machinery from the actual distro but some web site. Don't do that. Either install and test the one from the distro or remove the test please.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 0147

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to QA - action # 45080: [sle][functional][u] test machinery
Resolved 12/12/2018 08/02/2019

History

#1 - 04/05/2017 09:08 am - dimstar

The issue is that http://machinery-project.org is no longer reachable.

Richard discussed the issue with Cornelius, who in turn committed to fixing the underlying issue

#2 - 04/05/2017 09:28 am - lnussel

even if he fixed the web site the test should use the package in the distro rather than some external one

#3 - 20/07/2017 08:50 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in machinery to [opensuse]test fails in machinery

#4 - 08/02/2019 02:15 pm - okurz
- Related to action #45080: [sle][functional][u] test machinery added

#5 - 08/02/2019 02:15 pm - okurz
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to dheidler

dheidler solved that with #45080